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Welcome! Glad y
ou’re here! In 

a few minutes, 

you’ll need a p
rivate place to

 write, type, o
r 

thumb some note
s and a way to 

take/draw and 

share a picture
 through a near

by window. 

You’ll also be 
meeting in a sm

all group - you
 

don’t need to h
ave your video 

on for that, bu
t 

you certainly c
an!            

    :) K
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Monthly sit spot 
assignments tied to science 

learning and practices
… that can be done remotely 

and build anti-oppression 
culture in your classroom
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A little about you!
Use the Zoom polls that 
pop up to let us know!
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Crosscutting concepts in NGSS

http://www.bozemanscience.com/ngss

http://www.bozemanscience.com/ngss


Observation, systems thinking, argumentation, 
and communication are tools of liberation, too.
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OBSERVATION
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● “What other data or knowledge 

I have”
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Matter and energy flow 
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or in our world) drive 
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you DO have right now.
● We are all in different places.
● Your notes are for YOU -- but be ready to share 

what you observed / thought / wondered!
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Matter and energy flow beyond your 
window:

● What matter flows into, out of, 
and within the place outside your 
window?

● How does the flow of energy (in 
your place or beyond our place) 
drive the movement of matter in 
your place?

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EbvtGsrk-7c&t=1159
https://www.nps.gov/subjects/watchingwildlife/webcams.htm


Welcome back!
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https://www.tolerance.org/frameworks/social-justice-standards

Identity Diversity

Justice Action

https://www.tolerance.org/frameworks/social-justice-standards
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The current AP Bio field experiences:
https://docs.google.com/document/d/14XtYMHF0iYfd2sENb525UeGzkIOPQNK59mCHILAF2DU/edit
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